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We said in our previous analysis that $45,855 
may act as resistance but if bulls push the price 
above it, the rally could reach the 200-day 
simple moving average (SMA) and that is how it 
happened.

The long wick on March 28 candlestick shows 
that bears are attempting to stall the rally at 
the 200-day SMA. If the price turns down from 
this level but does not drop below $45,855, 
it will suggest that the previous resistance 
has turned into support. This increases the 
possibility of a break above the 200-day SMA. 

If that happens, the BTC/USD pair could start 
its rally to $52,000 where the bears may again 
mount a strong defence.

If the price turns down from the 200-day SMA 
and plummets below $45,855, it will suggest 
that the short-term traders who may have 
purchased at lower levels are closing their 
positions. That could open the doors for a 
possible drop to $42,500.

If that happens, the pair may remain range-
bound between the moving averages for a few 
days.

Lastly please check out the advancement’s 

happening in the cryptocurrency world. 

Enjoy the issue!

Karnav Shah

Founder, CEO & Editor-in-Chief

EDITORS LETTER

 

Bitcoin’s strong rally in the past 
two days has erased the losses 
for 2022. This has pushed the 
Crypto Fear and Greed Index 
into the “greed” territory. 
Interestingly, just a week back, 
the index was languishing in the 
“fear” zone. This shows how a 
few bullish days could change the 
investor sentiment quickly.

On-chain analytics firm 
IntoTheBlock recently tweeted 
that “the balance held by hodlers 
- addresses holding >1year, is 
currently at ath (all-time high). 
Hodlers increased their positions 
by 17% since late November. 
These addresses remained 
unfazed and accumulated 
throughout Q1 of 2022.”

Along with increased institutional 
interest, the purchase by the 
Luna Foundation may also have 
boosted sentiment. Do Kwon, the 
co-founder and chief executive 
officer of the firm behind 
the Terra blockchain, said to 
Bloomberg that it had purchased 
more than $1 billion in Bitcoin, 
with the latest purchase of about 
$135 million done on Monday.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/kaz-platinum-investment-b7493718a/
https://www.facebook.com/Cryptonaireweekly
https://twitter.com/PlatinumCrypto
https://www.instagram.com/cryptonaireweekly/
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CRYPTONAIRE WEEKLY
After mentoring thousands of crypto traders around 

the globe, we have culminated all of the consistent and 

ongoing requirements of crypto-traders into one place.

Our Cryptonaire Weekly magazine includes expert 

technical analysis, providing trading opportunities to 

our subscribers as well as fundamental analysis so 

our readers can keep up to speed with the current 

developments in the crypto markets.

Not only do we provide the information necessary to 

trade active cryptocurrencies on the exchanges, but 

we also take a look at ICOs to help you find those 

golden projects with real value!

No longer will you have to rely on multiple sources 

to keep on top of the markets, we deliver everything 

directly to your inbox each and every week.

What are you waiting for?

Subscribe now!
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Hello, welcome to this week’s 227th edition of Cryptonaire Weekly Magazine. The global crypto 
market cap is $2.15 Trillion, up $210 billion since the last week. The total crypto market trading volume 
over the last 24 hours has increased by 19.75% to $120.30 Billion.The DeFi volume is $17.44 Billion, 
14.50% of the entire crypto market’s 24-hour trading volume. The volume of all stable coins is $97.07 
Billion, 80.69% of the total crypto market’s 24-hour trading volume.

WEEKLY CRYPTOCURRENCY
MARKET ANALYSIS

Percentage of 

Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)

Bitcoin’s price has increased 10.77% from $43,025 
last week to around $47,660 and Ether’s price has 
increased by 12.64% from $3,030 last week to $3,413
Bitcoin's market cap is $905 Billion and the altcoin 
market cap is $1.24 Trillion.

Bitcoin’s strong rally in the past two days has erased 
the losses for 2022. This has pushed the Crypto Fear 
and Greed Index into the “greed” territory. Interestingly, 
just a week back, the index was languishing in the 
“fear” zone. This shows how a few bullish days could 
change the investor sentiment quickly.

The institutional investors pumped $193 million into 
digital asset investment products last week,  according 
to CoinShares Digital Asset Fund Flows Weekly 
Report. The inflows were the largest since mid-
December of last year, signalling a return of bullish 
sentiment. Bitcoin witnessed an inflow of $98 million 
while Solana saw record inflows of $87 million. 

On-chain analytics firm IntoTheBlock recently tweeted 
that “the balance held by hodlers - addresses holding 
>1year, is currently at ath (all-time high). Hodlers 
increased their positions by 17% since late November. 
These addresses remained unfazed and accumulated 
throughout Q1 of 2022.”

Along with increased institutional interest, the 
purchase by the Luna Foundation may also have 
boosted sentiment. Do Kwon, the co-founder and 
chief executive officer of the firm behind the Terra 
blockchain, said to Bloomberg that it had purchased 
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42.00%

19.03%

3.78%

3.34%

2.41%

1.97%

1.91%

1.73%

1.67%

1.17%

20.98%

more than $1 billion in Bitcoin, with the latest purchase of about $135 million done on Monday.

It is not only Bitcoin, even Ether is seeing renewed interest among investors in anticipation of its 
transition from proof-of-work to proof-of-stake. Google Trends data showed a peak value of 100 for 
the “Ethereum Merge” query. 

The Ether whales have been accumulating in the past few days. Data from crypto intelligence firm 
Santiment shows that the number of Ethereum whales holding more than 10,000 Ether has risen to 
its highest level since December 2021.
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Previous Analysis...

Previous Analysis...

will again try to push the pair above the overhead 

resistance. 

If they succeed, the pair could embark on a northward 

journey to the psychological level at $4,000. 

However, the relative strength index (RSI) has jumped 

into the overbought zone, indicating a minor correction 

or consolidation in the near term. If the price turns 

down sharply from the 200-day SMA, the pair could 

remain range-bound for a few days.

The bears will have to sink and sustain the price below 

$3,045 to suggest that the bullish momentum has 

weakened.

SMA. If the price turns down from this level but does 

not drop below $45,855, it will suggest that the previ-

ous resistance has turned into support. This increases 

the possibility of a break above the 200-day SMA. 

If that happens, the BTC/USD pair could start its rally 

to $52,000 where the bears may again mount a strong 

defence.

If the price turns down from the 200-day SMA and 

plummets below $45,855, it will suggest that the short-

term traders who may have purchased at lower levels 

are closing their positions. That could open the doors 

for a possible drop to $42,500.

If that happens, the pair may remain range-bound 

between the moving averages for a few days.

CRYPTO TRADE OPPORTUNITIES

We said in our previous analysis that $45,855 may act 

as resistance but if bulls push the price above it, the 

rally could reach the 200-day simple moving average 

(SMA) and that is how it happened.

The long wick on March 28 candlestick shows that 

bears are attempting to stall the rally at the 200-day 

BITCOIN - BTC/USD

We projected Ether to reach the 200-day SMA in our 

previous analysis and that happened on March 28. 

The long wick on the day’s candlestick suggests that 

bears are trying to defend this level.

If the price turns down from the 200-day SMA, the 

ETH/USD pair could drop to the strong support at 

$3,045. If the price rebounds off this level, the bulls 

ETHEREUM - ETH/USD

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/weekly-review-of-the-top-5-cryptocurrencies
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/weekly-review-of-the-top-5-cryptocurrencies
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/weekly-review-of-the-top-5-cryptocurrencies
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/weekly-review-of-the-top-5-cryptocurrencies
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Previous Analysis...

LUNA - LUNA/USD
waste time and resumed their purchase today. The 

buyers have pushed the price above the previous all-

time high at $104.73.

If buyers sustain the price above $105, the bullish 

momentum could pick up further and the LUNA/USD 

pair could rally to $115 and thereafter to $125.

The rising 50-day SMA and the RSI in the positive 

territory suggest that the path of least resistance is to 

the upside.

Contrary to this assumption, if the price fails to close 

above $105, the bears will try to pull the price below 

the uptrend line and trap the aggressive bulls. If 

they manage to do that, the pair could enter a deep 

correction.

Terra’s LUNA token bounced off the uptrend line on 

March 26 and the RSI broke above the downtrend line, 

indicating that the bulls are back in the game.

Although the long wick on the March 28 candlestick 

indicates selling near the all-time high, the bulls did not 

Previous Analysis...

We suggested traders turn positive on a breakout from 

the triangle and that proved to be the right thing to do.

Binance Coin broke and closed above the resistance line 

of the triangle on March 23 and has continued to move 

up since then. The BNB/USD pair formed a shooting star 

candlestick pattern on March 28, indicating that bears 

are attempting to stall the recovery.

If bulls do not give up much ground and push the price 

above the overhead resistance at $450, the pair could 

rally to the 200-day SMA. This level is likely to act as a 

strong resistance.

If the price turns down from the current level or the 

overhead resistance, the bears will try to pull the pair 

to the 50-day SMA. If they succeed, it will suggest that 

the bullish momentum has weakened. The price could 

then consolidate between the moving averages for a 

few days.

BINANCE - BNB/USD

Previous Analysis...

RIPPLE - XRP/USD

We said in our previous analysis that XRP is likely to 

face strong resistance at the 200-day SMA and that is 

what happened on March 28. The long wick on the day’s 

candlestick indicates that bears are defending the level 

with vigour.

However, if bulls do not allow the price to slip below the 

breakout level, it will suggest that traders are buying on 

dips. That will enhance the prospects of a break above 

the 200-day SMA.

If that happens, the XRP/USD pair could extend its rally 

to the psychological level at $1. This level is likely to act 

as a strong resistance but if bulls flip the 200-day SMA 

into support, the uptrend could continue.

The critical support to watch on the downside is the 

50-day SMA. If the bears sink and sustain the price 

below this level, it will suggest that the recent break 

above the triangle may have been a bull trap.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/weekly-review-of-the-top-5-cryptocurrencies
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/weekly-review-of-the-top-5-cryptocurrencies
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https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/weekly-review-of-the-top-5-cryptocurrencies
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-market-analysis/weekly-review-of-the-top-5-cryptocurrencies
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Speed is the essence of the crypto and NFT space. 

Developments within the space are taking place at 

breakneck speed. Considering the very nature of 

the digital world, some of the developments are 

quite expected.

There is a huge amount of venture capital money 

that is pouring into this sector, with new funds being 

launched every few days. This is fueling certain 

astoundingly fast developments in the fledgling 

space. One such development is consolidation, 

where relatively big players acquire smaller players 

with great future potential, thereby strengthening 

their share and grip in the market. 

Such developments are usually seen in more mature 

industries and spaces but that trend has already 

caught the NFT space, even when the space itself 

is still evolving. Yuga Labs, creators of some of the 

most popular NFT collections, has acquired the 

intellectual property of two NFT collections from 

Larva Labs. Read on to find more. 

Bored Ape creator acquires CryptoPunks 
and Meebits NFT collection
In one of the biggest consolidation exercises in the 

emerging NFT space, Yuga Labs, the creator of 

Bored Ape Yacht Club (BAYC) NFT has acquired the 

intellectual property for CryptoPunks and Meebits 

from Larva Labs. 

The sales transaction included 423 CryptoPunks 

and 1,711 Meebits changing hands. The average 

CryptoPunks is currently selling for nearly US 

$180,000 and Meebits is selling for around US 

$16,000. Although the details of the acquisition 

have not been released, the figure is likely to more 

than US $100 million, based on the prices of the 

tokens.

CryptoPunks is one of the most well established 

NFT collections, with some of the world’s most 

expensive ones coming from the project. It launched 

10,000 NFT in 2017. Meebits, launched in May, also 

ranks among the most valuable collections in the 

NFT space.

Landmark NFT Project
The Landmark project is a unique project that 

NFT MARKET SUMMARY
combines blockchain technology with real-world 

construction projects. There is a total of 10,000 NFT 

available and, as per the project’s mission, every 

member of the community will get NFT rewards. The 

team behind the project claims it to be the first ever 

hold-to-earn real estate NFT and hopes to rock the 

real estate industry with a new way of investment 

real properties without loads of paperwork, legal 

fees and financial responsibility.

Holders of Landmark NFT will own all intellectual 

properties to the Landmark, which means you can 

use to create and sell 3D models in the metaverse. 

However, ownership of Landmark NFT does not 

give you ownership of real estate titles. 

The pre-sale begins on March 25, 2022 and users 

are advised to follow the social media channels of 

the Landmark project for updates, giveaways and 

much more.

FamilyTree NFT
The FamilyTree NFT is a collection of 3,333 unique 

tokens hand-drawn on paper by graffiti artist, Kaput 

and illustrated by Cameo. The duo has been skating 

and creating art together for the last 20 years and 

still holding strong with their respective talents.

Every character in the collection is related and works 

for the family business. There are five immediate 

families.

Each character has a story, some of which are 

written by the team behind the project while some 

are written by the users. Every owner of the NFT 

will have full commercial rights on every NFT and 

T-shirt graphic. The minting of the FamiltTree NFT, 

which will dwell on the Ethereum blockchain, will 

begin on March 25, 2022. The pre-sale is 0.04 ETH 

and the public sale is 0.05 ETH.
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Rich Cats Nation NFT
Rich Cats Nation is a relatively small NFT project 

comprising just 1,000 tokens in its collection that 

is hosted on the Binance blockchain. The NFT 

are digital portraits of cat characters, each with 

uniquely drawn traits, hairstyles, headwear, clothing 

and expressions. They are rich cats living on the 

Binance blockchain and ready to be adopted. 

Although early in their overall project roadmap, the 

developers of the project have some exciting plans 

in store such as airdrops, and merch. Besides, with 

a built-in scarcity due to a small number of tokens 

in the collection, the Rich Cats NFT are expected to 

appreciate in value over time.

Ownership of the token also makes you eligible 

to perks such as future NFT airdrops, in-person 

meetups, exclusive merchandise and royalties. They 

also have other big plans for the future including a 

metaverse avatar and a play-to-earn game.

SoulMapes NFT
SoulMapes NFT project is collection of 10,000 

“apes-in-love” NFT minted in pairs on the Ethereum 

network. As the NFT project looks to capture 

the feeling of love within its community, the 

collection features ape-inspired characters looking 

passionately into each other’s eyes. The traits and 

features of the tokens are randomly assigned. 

As mentioned above, the SoulMapes NFT are 

minted in pairs, unlike other NFT, so that collectors 

can keep one for themselves and give the other one 

to their significant other. Each pair of NFT are linked 

together by a unique Digital Lovelock that exists on 

the blockchain as a smart contract.

With plans of launching the first “Bridge of Love” in 

the metaverse, the team behind the project hopes 

to bring sweethearts together wherever they are in 

the world.

In terms of utility of the tokens, apart from exclusive 

airdrops, the main utility is the token’s Lovelock 

feature where couples can record love notes to 

each other and have them remain on the blockchain 

forever. These will be revealed at a set date and can 

either be kept private or revealed to the world as a 

declaration of love.

 

The project is led by Celine Chan, who had been in a 

long-distance relationship herself and was inspired 

by the possibility of blockchain technology and the 

metaverse to allow couples to express their love, 

regardless of their location. 

As for the project’s roadmap, there will be airdropping 

of exclusive tokens to Soulmapes holders when the 

entire collection is minted, followed by launch of 

Soulmapes inspired merch. Eventually and halfway 

through the roadmap, the team will launch a 

relationship advice platform.

They will lean on the expertise of qualified 

relationship professionals and the community will 

vote on the questions asked, thereby increasing 

engagement. This will be followed by exclusive 

events dinner dates, couples retreat, etc for the 

holders of Suolmapes NFT.

Conclusion
NFT, albeit being digital in nature, are gradually 

being blended with the emotions and real-world 

activities of humans. We have seen that with 

some projects supporting important causes such 

as treatment of mental health issues of humans, 

funding physical projects and even helping people 

who are in financial distress.

 

Now, we have a NFT project that is exclusively 

focused on the idea of love and relationship. This 

has the potential to appeal to many youngsters, 

especially those who are into long-distance 

relationships and may pave the way for more such 

innovations within the NFT space. 

With no dearth of funds available for the crypto 

and NFT spaces, the sky is the limit when it comes 

to innovation in this space. However, despite all 

the funding available, profitability of the projects 

remains the crux of the matter, as bulk of the 

current NFT projects do not register sufficient 

trading volumes in the marketplaces. 

It is only a few of them which are popular and 

generate trading volumes and profitability for all 

stakeholders. This should change, sooner or later, 

and consolidation in the NFT space could be the 

beginning of that purge. Hope you enjoyed reading. 

Thank you.   

End.
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Humble Alpha Veteran Empowerment (HAVE), a 

two-year old US-based organization set up to 

connect veterans with support and opportunities in 

the real world through blockchain, plans to launch a 

total of 4,444 NFT Digital Challenge Coins and also 

launch new initiatives using blockchain technology.

Traditionally, Challenge Coins are collectible coins 

or medallions that carry an organization or unit’s 

insignia or emblem and are presented by a unit 

commander to acknowledge an accomplishment of 

a unit member.

By blending the tradition of military Challenge Coins 

with cutting-edge NFT, HAVE is raising funds for 

veteran non-profits, to connect veterans with each 

other and with resources to heal and empower 

more efficiently for a larger impact by serving those 

who served.

The Digital Challenge Coin NFTs will be divided into 

four sets – Veteran Bulldog, Falcon, Goat and Mule. 

The first collection of HAVE NFT is the Veteran 

Bulldog, which is a collection of 1,111 unique NFTs 

available on havenft.io marketplace.

Owning a HAVE Veteran Bulldog NFT enables you to 

participate in all future HAVE NFT launches, grants 

you membership to the HAVE ecosystem of veteran 

healing and financial empowerment services, and 

unlocks the growing ecosystem of blockchain based 

financial tools for you.

The HAVE NFT project is a veteran owned project 

for the veterans and their families. On an average, 

22 veterans commit suicides every year, despite 

the number of support organizations burgeoning to 

over 30,000 nationwide. Therefore, the issue is not 

lack of available help, but ease of access to such 

available help and support.

HAVE also plans to implement blockchain 

documentation of the healing modalities and 

outcomes as well as blockchain documentation of 

existing programs for veteran mental health and 

suicide to create a central database. 

The goal of HAVE is not only to fund groups that 

support such veterans, but also to bring these 

organizations under one roof so that veterans can 

effectively find the support and healing they require.

The funds raised will be used to donate to up 

to 100 non-profit organizations for veterans, 

fund gatherings, and connect veterans to the 

decentralized finance economy for access to capital, 

opportunities and empowerment programs.

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 

further coverage please check out our Crypto Blog 

Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 

from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

PRESS RELEASE
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this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. 

Nothing in this article is intended to be professional, 

legal, financial and/or accounting advice. Always 

seek competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.

https://cutt.ly/XSDJI6l
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Introduction to HAVE NFT
Do you know that, on an average, 22 veterans 

commit suicide every day? Yet, there are thousands 

of support organizations out there specifically for 

the veterans! This clearly indicates that the issue 

is of proper access or connection to support and 

help for the veterans and not the lack of available 

support.

We are, by now, familiar with the various ways in 

which new technologies have or are benefiting Wall 

Street traders and Big Tech investors. Eventually, 

some of the benefits also trickle down to retail 

investors and certain segments of society.

However, some demographics in society, such as 

veterans, often don’t stand to gain much from 

such advancements in technology. Their sacrifices 

for the nation and their contribution to society are 

acknowledged and rewarded mostly while they are 

in service but the key issues affecting their post-

military lives often get neglected.

Many veterans often suffer from various types 

of mental health issues because of the sudden 

change in environment and lifestyle once they 

leave the military, not to mention trauma and 

PTSD. Post-military help and support are often not 

commensurate with their contribution to the nation 

while they were in service.

HAVE NFT is a project by veterans and is exclusively 

focused on veterans because, they believe that, 

by creating an interconnected ecosystem where 

veterans can link up, learn and heal, they can 

also create opportunities for veterans and their 

supporters to prosper and thrive in life.

Apart from the financial or commercial aspects of 

an NFT, there will be blockchain documentation 

of the healing modalities and outcomes as well as 

blockchain documentation of existing programs 

for veteran health and suicide to create a central 

database.     

HAVE NFT is the brainchild of Humble Alpha Veteran 

Empowerment (HAVE), a US-based organisation, 

led by former US military combat veterans, who 

possesses extensive experience in investments, 

mergers and acquisitions (M&A) and real estate.

The core team behind the HAVE NFT includes 

Steven Eugene Kuhn, Lane Belone, Sarah Singh, 

and Pat Wenger. Among the three team members, 

two of them, namely Kuhn and Belone are US Army 

veterans themselves.

Kuhn was witness to the fall of the Berlin Wall 

and served tours in Iraq during Operation Desert 

Storm, for which he was awarded the Bronze Star 

Medal. Belone, meanwhile, spent 12 years with the 

https://cutt.ly/3SXmWvv
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US Army with two combat tours to Iraq, a special 

mission to Libya and many training missions all over 

Europe. Page is a combat veteran of both Operation 

Iraqi Freedom and Operation New Dawn and an 

experienced digital asset consultant with over six 

years of experience in the crypto space.

Singh, on the other hand, is a real estate investor 

and an entrepreneur who holds a sizable investment 

portfolio in the US. Wenger is a business consultant 

and entrepreneur with working experiences in many 

industries including oil and gas to finance.

Besides the core team, HAVE NFT also has a group 

of at least nearly a dozen advisors with diverse 

backgrounds and experiences. Together, they bring 

different perspectives and cultures, which ultimately 

help shape the final strategy and functioning of 

HAVE NFT.   

The HAVE NFT team claims is the first veteran-

focused NFT project that connects veterans with 

access, opportunities and empowerment through 

NFT.

The main inspiration for the empowerment lies in 

the book, Unleash Your Humble Alpha, which was 

written by the co-founders of HAVE NFT. The book 

is the foundation of the Humble Alpha operating 

system and is the blueprint of how to gain clarify 

in your identity and purpose to move forward with 

certainty.

The HAVE NFT is a collection of 4,444 NFT divided 

into four unique batches of 1,111 NFTs each, to be 

released on the HAVE NFT marketplace and minted 

on the Ethereum blockchain.

It is the first blockchain-based digital Challenge Coin. 

The four batches of HAVE NFT are 1,111 of each of 

the Veteran Bulldog, Mule, Falcons and goats, which 

represent mascots of four branches of military.

A HAVE NFT costs approximately USD $400 in 

Ethereum and it provides membership to the HAVE 

community, connecting holders with other veterans 

as well as many other benefits. Users are advised to 

follow the social media channels of HAVE NFT for 

regular updates.

HAVE NFT also provides the possibility to earn 

passive income, opportunities to support veterans 

in need through non-profit and charity groups, 

exclusive discounts to partner networks and, 

importantly, an appreciative value that grows over 

time.

In fact, the overall benefits of buying and holding a 

HAVE NFT can be experienced in both physical and 

digital forms. Apart from the physical or tangible 

https://youtu.be/GRpNwg-kDto
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benefits mentioned above, there will be fundraising 

for veteran empowerment projects or groups, 

provision for exclusive access to HAVE Fund real 

estate projects and M&A projects of veteran-owned 

companies through fractional investing.

It aims to support and boost veteran-owned real 

estate, service based and software-as-a-service 

(SAAS) based businesses, as well as inspire millions 

of veterans through community contribution, 

elevation and collaboration. Besides, it will also 

support over 100 nonprofits!

In terms of digital benefits, the NFT can be sold 

and swapped for profit. Investors can also hold and 

stake HAVE NFT to earn passive income and accrue 

value.

It also gives the users a unique online digital identity 

to demonstrate their support for the veterans and 

gives access to download the HAVE app on iOS and 

Android that is planned for 2023. Each HAVE NFT is 

designed with military tradition and Veteran Espirit 

de Corps in mind with over 120 possible features and 

rarities, including expressions, headwear, clothing 

and more.

Strategies adopted to merge real-world 
utilities with crypto and support the 
veterans.
When military members leave the service, they 

become veterans and there are anywhere between 

19 million to 23 million military veterans in the US. 

Their community is very tight-knit due to their 

unique skills and experiences. Their working lives 

were ingrained with a sense of kinship, family, 

purpose and responsibility but a new battle begins 

once they leave the military.

Many of them suffer from trauma, depression, 

lack of purpose and connection when they return 

from service. This is due to various factors such as 

abrupt loss of military ‘friendships’ which they called 

‘family’ and difficulty in reconnecting with loved 

ones who ‘don’t understand’ the journey. There is 

also a feeling of dissatisfaction, frustration and a 

sudden lack of purpose and guidance.

In order to help the veterans cope with such issues, 

there are over 20,000 organizations that exist to 

support the veterans, including some privately-run 

non-profit organizations. Sometimes, the veterans 

themselves can be a great source of support 

for those starting their transition towards military 

separation. These veterans can serve as guides and 

offer direction and support to others who are in the 

process of mingling back with the society.

Veterans seeking help are typically more comfortable 

to accept help from a fellow veteran, because of 

the feeling that they have a better understanding 

of the issue they are dealing with. However, some 

veterans still do not know where to turn to for help 

in reconnecting with society and learning how to 

navigate the world in a new way. 

HAVE NFT plans to amplify veteran empowerment 

through the power of blockchain and integrate 

digital and real-world empowerment for the 

veterans, resulting in better mental health and 

financial abundance.

The HAVE fund, in general, has an objective to 

create an ecosystem that would be the central 

meeting point of all veteran-related projects. The 

aim of the HAVE NFT is to connect real-world 

utility with the crypto space for supporting and 

empowering the veterans by giving them access to 

NFT, cryptocurrencies, digital art, veteran healing 

initiatives and digital real estate.

Technological advancements in the past have 

mostly benefited industries to profit more, political 

leaders to grab and maintain power and enabled 

younger generations to grow and prosper. Even 

in the blockchain space, trends such as NFT have 

allowed traders, speculators, and crypto enthusiasts 

to prosper, with no real benefits for the common 

people.

HAVE NFT plans to leverage new technologies and 

market trends to achieve veteran empowerment by 

providing access, opportunity and abundance for 

veterans and their communities. HAVE NFT is not 

using blockchain to benefit Big Tech or Wall Street, 

but to provide access and opportunities to the 

veterans for their prosperity.

HAVE NFT is also bringing over 100 veteran oriented 

non-profit organizations into the ecosystem and are 

partnering with organizations already helping the 

veterans with issues such as depression, suicidal 

thoughts and other forms of trauma.

HAVE NFT expands the ecosystem by building off 
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an already existing community and amplifies the 

reach by embedding blockchain technology, smart 

contracts, investing opportunities, digital connection 

and camaraderie like never before.

In fact, they have identified five pillars to achieve 

their ultimate goal or objective. The five pillars are 

designing unique NFT art, introduction of game-

changing utility, leveraging enterprise security-grade 

technology, creating a niche, directly accessible 

community and support from industry experts and 

advisors.

In terms of target audiences, they plan to support 

veterans and their families, first responders like 

paramedics, personnel in the fire and police 

departments, and cryptocurrency and NFT 

enthusiasts in the primary stage. As per a study 

quoted by the HAVE team, around 14% of the 

US population or over 46 million Americans, hold 

cryptocurrency and are actively involved in crypto 

investing.

In the secondary stage, the HAVE NFT project 

plans to support and help veteran influencers and 

conscious investors in cryptocurrency.

What is a Challenge Coin?
A Challenge Coin is a collectible coin or medallion, 

which carries an organization’s or unit’s emblem or 

insignia. Although the true origin of the Challenge 

Coin is unclear, certain historical evidence suggests 

that Roman soldiers were awarded coins in 

recognition of their successes.

Traditionally, Challenge Coins would be given to 

prove membership to an organization or unit or 

to enhance morale and strengthen the Espirit de 

Corps. The coins were often presented by a unit 

commander to acknowledge the accomplishment of 

a unit member.

Nowadays, Challenge Coins serve a similar purpose 

and are held by members of a specific organization 

such as the US military. Modern-day Challenge Coins 

are collected by military members, first responders, 

service members, and law enforcement personnel, 

and may feature popular cultural attributes or 

organizational values.

How are Challenge Coins beneficial to the 
veterans?
First and foremost, traditional Challenge Coins 

offer emotional, historic and traditional value to 

the military, first responder and law enforcement 

communities. HAVE NFT plans to take those 

attributes further by envisioning a world where 

honor, respect and acknowledgement. It creates a 

new utility for these Challenge Coins by bringing 

them on to the blockchain. Decade-old traditions 

are modernized to help serve a greater purpose in 

the digital age.

Challenge Coins, which are turned into NFT, can help 

the veterans reconnect with old friends, connect 

with new ones, gain access to exclusive events, 

acknowledge a friend or be acknowledged by a 

friend. It also creates opportunities for generating 

passive income, get access to asset backed 

investments and growing wealth by borrowing and 

holding NFT.

Conclusion
It is fact that a significant portion of the veteran 

community suffers from different types of mental 

health issues and, as per some studies, their number 

is 2-3 times higher than the rate for non-veteran 

population. Although support is available for the 

veterans, many do not know how to access them 

as they are often splintered in thousands of groups. 

It is refreshing and reassuring that an entity like 

HAVE NFT has come forward to use modern 

technology and potentially create an ecosystem 

that will help some of the main problems faced by 

the veterans. 

The impact is evident from the positive reactions of 

some of the veterans who have benefited from their 

association with HAVE. The HAVE NFT envisions to 

connect to nearly all facets of the society and be 

the digital connection to what has been built in the 

physical world. 

As the HAVE NFT plans to evolve and launch future 

NFT projects, it plans to onboard national retailers, 

service providers and platforms as partners to 

pioneer the future of veteran empowerment through 

HAVE Partner programs.
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The Hooded Egg NFT is a collection of 7,777 distinct 

Egg NFT, developed by an Australian teenager, 

who wants to help save endangered animals and 

conserve the environment. The NFT, residing on 

the Polygon blockchain network, is the brainchild 

of Isabella Ker, a 14-year old graphic designer from 

Australia who envisioned the idea after reading 

about animal extinction in a local newspaper.

Her ultimate objective is to create a community 

of like-minded people who are united in their 

desire to protect the environment and reduce the 

dangers that animals face from poachers and other 

predators. 

As for the reason behind choosing the Egg as 

the main theme of her collection, she feels that 

since most life begins with an egg, this would be a 

good approach to focus attention on a larger issue 

affecting the long-term sustainability of the society.  

Her team plans to raise $50,000 for the World 

Wildlife Fund by selling the Hooded Eggs NFT 

collection and the donation will be made when 

just half of all the Hooded Eggs have been minted. 

The longer-term goal is to donate over $100,000 

towards saving endangered animals. 

As a Hooded Egg holder, it will not only provide 

you access to the Hooded Egg Club, but it will also 

grant you access to a great profile picture. In terms 

of bonus for the NFT buyers, they will be able to 

engage in a variety of enjoyable activities such as 

community voting and raffles, in addition to being 

able to help save endangered creatures on planet 

Earth.

The cost of a Hooded Egg is 70 MATIC and 

Ethereum may be simply converted into MATIC. 

You will need to connect to the Polygon network 

through a bridge. The presale will begin on April 24, 

2022 and the first 100 people who sign up at that 

time will get a free hat. The public sale will open two 

days later on April 26, 2022. 

The sole ‘Hero’ of the collection is a Golden Egg NFT 

and the lucky member who acquires it will be given 

a cash prize of $10,000, a golden custom-made 

hoodie and a unique shout out as the Head Egg 

Holder in the community. 

In terms of the project roadmap, 10 Egg Holders 

will receive an extra Hooded Egg NFT once the 

first 10% of the collection is sold out. At the point of 

25% sales, Hooded Egg Holders will have exclusive 

access to a VIP chat, where they will chat about 

endangered species as well as exchange updates 

on NFT and crypto. 

When the project hits the 30% sales milestone, 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/nfthub/hooded-egg-nft-a-collection-of-7777-distinct-egg-nft/
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Hooded Egg Holders will be entered into a raffle 

to receive exclusive Hoodies. The team will open 

its Merch store on achieving 75% of the sales. 

Thereafter, 5 Egg Holders will get 1,000 MATIC 

each, valued at $2,000. 

In the future, Hooded Egg holders may be able 

to vote for their favorite charities and non-profit 

groups who are set to gain from the fundraising 

initiatives. The team plans to expand their fundraising 

efforts and hope that it would continue as a long-

term project, supported by the blockchain and 

enthusiastic members.

Besides, Hooded Egg holders will receive exclusive 

presale access to the 3D collection for the Metaverse. 

The latter will happen once the entire 100% of the 

7,777 collection is sold out.
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NFT projects being launched almost on a daily basis 
have various themes and objectives at their core. 
While some are launched purely for commercial 
gains, there are projects that have care and welfare 
objectives for the real world built in.  

Some NFT projects focus on environment and 
endangered animal conservation while there are 
others who use their sale proceeds to help human 
beings in distress – be it economic, physical or 
economic distress. 

Here is an NFT project whose core theme may not 
be about helping causes in the real world but it 
wants to help in the growth of its own community 
by sharing most of the earnings from the project 
with its own holders. In a way, the developers of the 
project claim that its objective is broader welfare of 
the NFT community. 

The Crypto Ape Skull Club (CASC) is a collection of 
10,000 uniquely generated characters with proof 
of ownership stored on the Ethereum blockchain 
network. No two are exactly alike and each one of 
them can be officially owned by one single person 
on the Ethereum blockchain. 

The project is a limited collection inspired the crypto 
society and is different from most projects, as 
claimed by the team behind it. The minting begins 
over the weekend and you will be able to mint up to 
5 CASC NFT out of 27 in the Phase 1 of the Dutch 
auction. The current price is around 0.2 Ethereum. 
The project’s launch is after the mint and they have 
written the method of how to unite holders and 
squeeze flippers in the contract. 

Once the mint is over, the project developers will 
work with all holders to make the community and 
the project more valuable. Their goal is to make the 
holders proud just like those holding CryptoPunks 
or BAYC. There is also the opportunity for rewards, 
which would be announced in due course. 

They claim that their objective is not to make 
money from the beginning but push to provide 
more opportunities for the future of the crypto 
community. According to them, CASC is the first 
NFT project to share most of the earnings with 
its holders and many BAYC, MAYC and Azuki NFT 
holders have already joined their community. 

In fact, it has decided to gift all Azuki holders a 
gift to thank the team’s contribution to the overall 
NFT community. The details regarding eligibility of 
getting the gifts have been shared on their social 
media channels. 

The team is also offering spots in the whitelist 
through their social media channels on a first come 
first serve basis. CASC will use ERC-721A to save on 
gas fees. They also call the project as a collection for 
diamond hands and, as they care for their holders, 
they share most of their earnings with the holders. 

With all the benefits stated above, such NFT projects 
will go a long way in ensuring inclusive growth 
and development for the entire NFT community. 
Needless to mention that the innovative ideas being 
seen in different projects will further boost the 
overall development of the broader NFT community.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/nfthub/crypto-ape-skull-club-a-collection-of-10000-uniquely-generated-characters/
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XmetaFans has adopted virtual reality technology 

to establish an enthusiastic content streaming 

platform for its users in the entertainment industry 

in a decentralised finance ecosystem.

XmetaFans is a Binance Smart Chain based platform, 

committed to creating a secure and alternative 

income source for the online entertainment industry 

by monetising content and live performances in Full 

HD, 3D, 4K and VR formats in its ecosystem. The 

platform will provide a safe community for its users, 

including content creators, by providing a DeFi 

network. Thus, eliminating third parties and keeping 

the users anonymous.

XmetaFans has been designed with the needs of 

the entertainment industry in mind, and it aims to 

address them by providing users with affordable, 

legally-compliant and censorship resistance 

services. The platform is ideal for getting involved 

in the blockchain movement, considering its current 

conditions.

XmetaFans provides a fantastic user experience 

by incorporating VR, AR and other technologies 

like smart glasses and lenses. The platform has 

become more commercially viable as it has included 

haptic suits, Bluetooth sex toys, and a wide variety 

of accessories to its consumer base to establish a 

satisfying occurrence.

Models can make explicit content using VR 

technology. Their fan base can purchase their 

content using crypto and live chatting, calls and 

get intimate with their favourite models using VR 

glasses. Also, the technology comes in handy for 

long-distance relationships, considering the platform 

creates an environment that feels real, enabling the 

partners to experience a complete immersion in 

their surroundings.

According to an XmetaFans paper, the platform will 

attract more users as it offers an excellent adult 

experience to its consumers on virtual reality for 

greater satisfaction. It provides users with a unique 

token that can be exchanged from other currencies 

to purchase NFTs and favourite content.

About XmetaFans

XmetaFans is a Binance Smart Chain based platform 

that utilises XMF as the utility token in its marketplace 

and launchpad. Its mission is to revolutionise the 

entertainment industry via the DeFi ecosystem. For 

more information, visit https://xmetafans.com/.

Contacts

Email: contact@xmetafans.com

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 

further coverage please check out our Crypto Blog 

Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 

from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

PRESS RELEASE
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Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. 

Nothing in this article is intended to be professional, 

legal, financial and/or accounting advice. Always 

seek competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.
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Ernest in Disguise, a friendly alien and NFT collection 

of 6,000 on the Solana blockchain, is seeking 

to revolutionise the future of NFTs, thus taking 

the entertainment industry to new heights with 

outstanding earnings for investors.

As an Ernest in Disguise investor, you stand to 

benefit by obtaining a pass to the platform’s 

exclusive end of year Comic-Con event, all inclusive 

of accommodation and the best of Comic-Con 

experience. To reap this benefit, Ernest in Disguise 

should be completely minted.

Ernest in Disguise has set up multiple ways for 

investors to receive a portion of revenue shares. 

Of their collection, 14 Legendary NFT’s come with 

a  0.5% stake in the Ernest Beyond Launch and 

future Ernest mints to help generate a stable source 

of income. Their staking system allows those who 

stake to earn their native token “EVO” in order to 

purchase NFTs and re-sell them on the secondary 

market, as well as a 40% profit share from the 

Ernest Comics series, which are set to release on a 

monthly basis, as of June 2022.

Ernest in Disguise Drop Happening in April

The Ernest in Disguise Drop is scheduled to take 

place on the 16th April 2022, with the key objective 

of engaging individuals through creativity, thus 

bringing forth individual and collective inner potential 

to existence. In turn, our community members can 

take part in the creative process, while at the same 

time growing their earnings.

Looking at the roadmap, Ernest in Disguise has 

achieved milestones offering fully-developed comic 

series that are sold as NFTs and hard copies, an 

animation production company, seasonal NFT mint 

collections, and the NFT Launchpad. You will also 

highlight the B2B NFT integration of more projects 

that have their own comic arc.

This is your time to be a part of a new generation 

of entertainment, as well as grow your financial 

position.

Discussing the Ernest Comics Project, Editor in Chief 

at Cryptonaire Weekly Mr Karnav Shah stated, “ It’s 

rare you come across a project that explores wider 

utilities of the blockchain technology and expands 

the horizons. We are truly excited to share the 

Ernest Comics project and explain its fundamentals 

to our readers about the comic characters, species 

and how to own their unique tradeable NFTs! 

We are certain that we will have more about this 

promising venture in our subsequent publications.”

A quote from Founder of Ernest Comics Anthony, 

“We believe trust is the best form of currency. The 

Platinum Crypto academy has done a fantastic 

job establishing this over the years, within their 

https://cutt.ly/4SKjDFW
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community. Being able to work intimately with such 

dedicated people, has not only been an inspiration, 

but also an opportunity for us to learn and build a 

strong foundation within our own.”

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 

further coverage please check out our Crypto Blog 

Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 

from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. 

Nothing in this article is intended to be professional, 

legal, financial and/or accounting advice. Always 

seek competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.
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Newly launched fintech firm, 3QualiTy, provides a 

bridge between cryptocurrencies and charitable 

giving. While on a mission to offer relief to numerous 

communities in need, the company is also creating 

a platform where donors who give access multiple 

streams of revenue. 

With a #Give2Earn mission, 3QualiTy , a New York-

based company founded in January 2022, exists 

“to help those who really need help no matter the 

person’s color, class or belief system without bias 

by securing the interface between charity and 

decentralized ledger technology.

This equitable and transparent approach offers 

a fair opportunity in life by providing the tools 

necessary to restore independence, mental wellness 

and dignity.” [Company mission statement]

3QualiTy Founder and CEO Nicholas Chandler has 

traded in the cryptocurrency space for a number 

of years and says his own early struggles as a child 

motivated him and his decision to launch.

“Growing up, I was super poor and my mother 

struggled to provide for her three children. We 

made it after fighting a battle, which throughout we 

felt like we were losing. We wanted to give up many 

times,” says Chandler. “Everyone does not  have the 

strength nor do they get the opportunity to fight 

against all odds as we were. Creating this platform 

was absolutely necessary because I know struggle 

and I can relate to so many out there who are still 

struggling”.

To achieve platform goals, company founders 

recently launched a pre-sale where interested 

parties may find prices of the new $3QT token 

as low as $.00045. In turn, the public sale on the 

exchanges are contracted to launch at $.0012.

“The pre-sale is just one aspect of our #Give2Earn 

ethos,” says 3QualiTy co-founder and COO Nicole 

Franklin. “Upon launch, our app keeps the community 

of crypto donors in mind and offers sustainable 

paths to earn and keep giving. That’s the key–for 

no one to fail."

Post launch, donors of any amount are able to 

participate in numerous revenue streams via the 

3QualiTy app:  The proprietary 3QualiTy Treasure 

Hunt where players acquire free cryptocurrency 

while participating, staking at 30% APR, and trades 

during a profitable market.

Advertisers displayed on the 3QualiTy Treasure 

Hunt provide a majority of company revenues. 

The 3QualiTy team is firm in their statement that 

15% of all profits post-launch will be distributed to 

their charity wallet, which holds currency to serve 

individual charitable cases and causes vetted by a 

global band of volunteers.

https://cutt.ly/1S9SJ2W
https://cutt.ly/1S9SJ2W
https://cutt.ly/1S9SJ2W
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicholas-chandler-657127223/
https://cutt.ly/1S9SJ2W
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicolefilms/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicolefilms/
https://cutt.ly/1S9SJ2W
https://cutt.ly/1S9SJ2W
https://cutt.ly/1S9SJ2W
https://3quality.net/#section-team
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/charitable-giving-gets-a-boost-with-new-cryptocurrency-3quality/
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Information about the 3QualiTy launch and charitable 

partnerships may be found at 3QualiTy.net and on 

Telegram at t.me/threequality.

About 3QualiTy

3QualiTy is a fintech company that offers an easy 

solution to charitable giving. Through our digital 

token, 3QT, and our philosophy “Every Human is 

Equal,” charity and cryptocurrency go hand in hand. 

Visit the company  website at 3QualiTy.net.

Karnav Shah, Editor in Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly 

thinks highly of the 3Quality project, he explained, 

“3QualiTy is the easy solution to charitable giving. 

At a time when so many need so much, others have 

found fortune in cryptocurrency and they are ready 

to share the wealth with the help of 3Quality. Projects 

like 3Quality are exciting. We make sure to help 

them reach the larger crypto community by sharing 

more about these shapeshifting solutions with our 

readers and across our community channels."

“The main purpose for forming 3Quality is to 

channel some of the wealth circulating in blockchain 

technology towards persons who need assistance 

and organizations who are actively giving assistance 

and saving lives. Getting the word out there is 

critical and Platinum Crypto-Academy provides an 

excellent avenue to reach those who need help and 

those who are willing to help.”, Says CEO Nicholas 

Chandler.

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 

further coverage please check out our Crypto Blog 

Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 

from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. 

Nothing in this article is intended to be professional, 

legal, financial and/or accounting advice. Always 

seek competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.

https://cutt.ly/1S9SJ2W
https://t.me/threequality
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-blog/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-blog/
https://cutt.ly/1S9SJ2W
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Nunu Spirits – a 3D game world built on a play-to-

earn ecosystem where every Nunu NFT has the 

chance to become a real tree, planted in the real 

world – has announced their Token Generation 

Event (TGE) will take place on March 30th and their 

hosting a bonus IDO today, March 28th!

The bonus IDO will begin at 10 AM UTC on the 

DAOLaunch IDO launchpad. For more information 

on how to participate, check out DAOLaunch’s 

recent article about the Nunu Spirits IDO. 

The Nunu Spirits TGE will follow just a few days after 

on March 30th with the launch of their token – NNT 

– on PancakeSwap and Trader Joe, two of the most 

popular decentralized exchanges (DEX). The Nunu 

Spirits team has stated they’re in talks with several 

centralized exchanges (CEX) as well. 

A first-of-its-kind combination of NFT gaming and 

real-world ecological action makes Nunu Spirits 

stand out from the rest of games in the play-to-earn 

sector. Each collectible NFT, called a “Nunu”, is a 

playable character in the game that has a chance 

to become an actual tree that gets planted in the 

real world.

“Connecting players with direct ecological action is 

at the heart of the Nunu Spirits ideology”, says CEO 

Gabriel Brockman. “We’re working with some of the 

best ecological projects to ensure our tree planting 

efforts make a real impact on a global scale.”

As a fun precursor to the upcoming Nunu Spirits 

game, they’ve got a pre-alpha micro game release 

coming out very soon. It’s a very simple endless 

runner, similar to the offline Chrome dino runner 

game, where players play as a Nunu and need to 

jump over obstacles while the intensity and difficulty 

keeps increasing. The game gives players a chance 

to explore the colors of Nunu Universe (Nuniverse) 

and they can even win NNT prizes if they’re among 

the highest scorers!

Articulating the Nunu Spirit project’s solutions, 

Karnav Shah, Editor in Chief at Cryptonaire Weekly 

said, “NUNU merges the joy of casual gaming with 

the earning capacity of blockchain and turns it into 

an ecological action. I’m sure learning about Nunu 

Spirit’s solution is an enriching experience for both 

our analysts and readers. I am positive, we will be 

the first to share the new developments taking 

place with the Nunu Spirit project.”

Quote from their CEO, Gabriel Brockman, “Besides 

being an NFT project, our game incorporates 

effective environmental solution, as well. I believe 

that Platinum Crypto Academy can be a significant 

help in spreading details about Nunu Spirits and 

therefore I am glad we could partner with them.”

Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article for 

https://cutt.ly/hDkGvES
https://daolaunch.net/nunu-spirits-is-the-next-project-to-ido-on-daolaunch/
https://cutt.ly/hDkGvES
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/press-release/nunu-spirits-announces-ido-and-tge/
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further coverage please check out our Crypto Blog 

Page Thanks for reading! Have a fantastic day! Live 

from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.

Earnings Disclaimer: The information you’ll find in 

this article is for educational purpose only. We make 

no promise or guarantee of income or earnings. You 

have to do some work, use your best judgement and 

perform due diligence before using the information 

in this article. Your success is still up to you. 

Nothing in this article is intended to be professional, 

legal, financial and/or accounting advice. Always 

seek competent advice from professionals in these 

matters. If you break the city or other local laws, we 

will not be held liable for any damages you incur.

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-blog/
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/crypto-blog/
https://cutt.ly/hDkGvES
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ADVANCEMENTS IN THE CRYPTOCURRENCY WORLD
AFTER YEARS OF DOUBTS AND CONCERNS, 

IT IS FINALLY BITCOIN’S TIME TO SHINE

Gold has served as a store of value for thousands 
of years. Due to this, investors have widely 
used it as a hedging tool against the effects 
of recessions and inflation often caused by 
geopolitical tensions. In light of recent events 
such as the COVID-19 pandemic and, more 
recently, the military crisis between Russia and 
Ukraine, many investors have sought alternatives 
to gold and other precious metals as hedging 
options. As we approach a digitized age, it 
is a prerequisite that alternatives to gold are 
equipped to deal with the future. In this search 
for a contender to challenge gold’s dominance, 
Bitcoin (BTC) has shone the brightest.

A spike in the price of gold is usually an indicator 
of anxiety within traditional equity markets, with 
the current consensus among investors being 
that gold is currently overbought. Prices of gold 
have reached up to $2,000 as investors weigh 
up the geopolitical and economic ramifications 
of the Russia-Ukraine conflict.

During this same period, on the other hand, 

Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies have 
increased capital funding. Research firm 
Fundstrat said venture capital buyers invested 
approximately $4 billion into the crypto space 
during the last three weeks of February 2022. 
An additional $400 million was poured into 
startups within the crypto space in the first week 
of March 2022. This increase in funding suggests 
that global investors are seeking more exposure 
to a space that they believe could withstand the 
consequences of the Russia-Ukraine conflict.

The ongoing conflict has seen both populations 
suffer economically. The military activity within 
Ukraine has led many businesses to close, which, 
naturally, has hurt the local economy. Russia 
has been subject to economic sanctions that 
have seen restrictions to bank accounts, loss of 
access to most forms of electronic payment and 
the devaluation of their local currency.

Read more...

https://cointelegraph.com/news/after-years-of-doubts-and-concerns-it-is-finally-bitcoin-s-time-to-shine
https://cointelegraph.com/news/after-years-of-doubts-and-concerns-it-is-finally-bitcoin-s-time-to-shine
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Terra’s LUNA Set New Highs of 

Nearly $106

Read more...

Terra’s LUNA tokens rose 10% in the past 24 
hours to set new all-time highs of over $105.91, 
data show.

LUNA breached a previous high of $104.74 from 
earlier this month, price-charts show.

LUNA is one of the two native tokens of the Terra 
network, a framework that allows developers to 
create custom blockchains and build their own 
decentralized applications on top of Terra for 
various use cases.

Sentiment for LUNA has grown in the past month 
largely due to the Luna Foundation Guard (LFG), 
a Singapore-based nonprofit that is purchasing 
over $3 billion worth of bitcoin as an additional 
layer of security for UST, Terra's decentralized 
dollar-pegged stablecoin.

LFG’s demand for bitcoin has led to a recovery 
in the past week. Bitcoin breached the $47,000 
level yesterday, the highest level since the start 
of this year.

Data show LUNA has risen some 86,215.7% from 
all-time lows of $0.121798 in March 2020, making 
it one of the best performing tokens in the past 
two years. LUNA has a market capitalization of 
$37 billion at time of writing and is ranked eighth 
largest among other cryptos.

The leader in news and information on 
cryptocurrency, digital assets and the future of 
money, CoinDesk is a media outlet that strives 
for the highest journalistic standards and abides 
by a strict set of editorial policies.

The president released a detailed budget 

proposal on Monday.

President Biden's 2023 budget proposal 

suggests applying several accounting and tax 

reporting rules to digital assets.

Doing so, the administration says, could 

generate $11 billion in revenue over a decade.

Ahhh, March 28. Spring is in bloom, Chris Rock's 

cell phone is buzzing like a bee, and federal 

agencies are ready to get pollinated with funds.

But first they need money in the form of tax 

revenue.

U.S. President Joe Biden today submitted his 

budget proposal for the 2023 fiscal year in 

conjunction with the U.S. Treasury Department's 

revenue explanations. By the administration's 

estimate, the U.S. can gather roughly $11 billion 

in revenue over 10 years—and nearly $5 billion 

next year alone—by "moderniz[ing] rules" to 

apply certain financial accounting and reporting 

practices to digital assets.

The Biden Administration projects $6.6 billion in 

revenue between the 2023 and 2032 tax years 

from applying mark-to-market rules to "actively 

traded" cryptocurrencies.

Biden Eyes $5 Billion in 2023 

Revenue From Applying New Tax 

Reporting Rules to Crypto

Read more...

https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2022/03/29/terras-luna-set-new-highs-of-nearly-106/
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Almost everyone has heard of NFTs, 

cryptocurrencies, digital art, and a bunch of other 

jargon. Tokenising art has likely been the subject of 

a lot of discussion over the last months. Essentially, 

you are turning your work into an NFT (non-

fungible token), which enables verification of the 

piece’s authenticity and, ultimately, access to a vast 

new market. Blockchain allows the trade of digital 

assets and non-bankable assets such as real estate 

and art. Artex is a project of this kind that is aimed 

at providing maximum value to its investors. In this 

article, we will learn more about the Artex platform.

Current Challenges in Accessing Artworks 
in the Art Industry
Poor marketing skills

Typically, artworks such as paintings and sculptures 

are sold at auction or directly from the artist. To 

bring their artworks to the right buyers has been a 

challenge for artists for a long time. Their marketing 

skills have lagged since they are more concerned 

about creativity. Since galleries and collectors fill 

this gap, they charge a high price. Thus, it results 

in a great deal of loss in the remuneration of art 

workers.

Investors don’t have a secure platform

Current intellectual property laws prohibit artists 

and legal heirs from claiming any ownership rights 

to previously purchased artwork. If an investor 

wants to invest in artwork securely, his or her 

options are limited. Only auctions and galleries offer 

secure investment options. Thus, they have to pay 

a high commission for their listings.

Inflated prices

Investors sell their artwork exclusively through 

auctions and galleries. Consequently, these 

institutions earn relatively high commissions. The 

process of preserving and exhibiting art is a time-

consuming and expensive one. The commission 

for auction houses is usually 12-25%, while the 

commission for galleries can be 6-10%. Today, the 

art industry needs a transparent and liquid market 

instead of this outdated and cumbersome system.

Intransparent pricing

Price transparency is another major challenge 

in the market for modern art. These investment 

opportunities were available only to the very 

wealthy, who had no reason to check price tags 

before buying.

Normally, this discourages normal collectors from 

inquiring about prices. Studies show that most 

collectors are uncomfortable asking for the price 

and will assume they cannot afford it. Consequently, 

many potential collectors and investors are priced 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/artex-tokenising-the-art-industry/
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out of the market simply because they are unwilling 

to inquire about price tags.

What is Artex?
Currently, crypto money, which is created with smart 

contracts, is experiencing a period of high prices. 

These currencies have no physical counterpart and 

are increasing at an exponential rate. Thus, it is 

critical to tokenise artworks and give them physical 

value and ownership. This will also open up the 

market for new fine art investors. Everybody can 

participate in purchasing world-class artwork.

The Artex platform is the first and only one of 

its kind globally, offering tokenised artwork as 

a currency. Artex provides you with access to a 

new generation of art acquisition platforms, where 

you can participate in first-class works of art at 

any time and in any amount. Using blockchain 

technology, the appraised value of first-class works 

of art is tokenised based on transparent pricing 

by renowned art experts worldwide. People can 

participate in the pre-sale process and purchase 

or sell the number of artworks listed on the market 

using smart contract technology.

Learn how Artex is solving challenges in 
the art industry
Artex’s working model conforms to the views of 

asset owners, artists, auction houses, and galleries, 

while encompassing common interests. Opening the 

way for democracy in art investments promises to 

offer the sector liquidity, security, transparency, and 

easy access that it needs. The following are ways 

that Artex enhances the lives of art collectors and 

artists.

Specialised platforms for artists

If you are looking for a platform that offers artists 

a good way to sell out their artwork, the number of 

options is limited. Artex, however, is a platform that 

talented artists can use to list their art. To provide 

the artist with the best possible results, the team at 

Artex analyses their existing strategies.

Dedicated Platform Collectors

In the world of art, many millennials buy artwork for 

enormous prices. The purchase of fine arts was only 

available to a small number of people, but Artex 

enabled all people to own fine arts. With Artex’s 

smart contracts, you can buy and sell any amount 

you desire from the works on the market. It ensures 

a democratic distribution of funds in the art market.

List Quality Artworks

Artists, art galleries, and collectors can submit 

requests to list first-class works of art through the 

platform. Artists and art academics from universities 

https://youtu.be/XO1pUa5fpAo
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worldwide are members of this commission, along 

with renowned curators from the art world. As a 

result of the commission’s evaluations, the artwork’s 

financial value is established. The insured artwork is 

tokenised based on its insured value so that it can 

be listed on our platform for pre-sale.

Cryptocurrencies Benefits

Crypto art has an impact on investors, consumers, 

and artists alike, and is an exciting new concept that 

holds a lot of promise. With every piece of crypto 

art minted, the piece’s ownership and authenticity 

will be forever verified on the blockchain.

Blockchain is like an expert in fine arts in the crypto 

world – it is trustworthy and can give you authentic 

results. Verification and approval of all transactions 

are carried out by consensus by participants in the 

network, which makes fraud more difficult.

Art tokenisation has many benefits
Exchanging digital art on blockchain offers a number 

of benefits similar to those offered by trading 

cryptocurrencies. Owning digital art and identifying 

it as authentic is easier and more efficient using this 

method. Listed below are some of the benefits of 

tokenisation of digital art.

- Due to the immutability and transparency of 

blockchain technology, its features, and other 

advantages are automatically applied to the tokens 

stored on the platform. The tokenisation of art 

helps to weed out several problems plaguing the 

industry.

- By digitising ownership into tradable tokens, 

tokenisation enhances the liquidity of artworks. 

In this way, art becomes an attractive investment 

option. Investors enjoy investing in art.

- The use of a tokenising art platform can also serve 

as a reliable method of authenticating and verifying 

works of art. Blockchain technology makes it much 

easier to track the certification and ownership of a 

given item.

- This medium allows independent artists and 

budding artists to list their artwork and promote 

them, without going through expensive galleries. 

Additionally, they gain complete ownership of their 

works and avoid paying third-party agents or 

intermediaries.

- Since cryptocurrency is mainly transferred through 

specialised (mostly digital) wallets, both parties on 

both sides of transactions can technically remain 

anonymous, even though the blockchain ledger is 

publicly accessible. Consequently, when looking at a 

ledger, it is often possible to view the wallets used 

to process the transaction, but not necessarily the 

people behind them.

- As an investor, you benefit if the value of a painting 

increases over time. The platform allows you to 

sell your tokens to interested buyers and receive a 

currency equivalent back in your own currency after 

a certain period.

- The painting’s history, its condition report, and the 

details of the painting are available for investors 

to see. Additionally, it includes high-resolution 

images of the artwork and a full explanation of its 

provenance.

Conclusion
There is no doubt that the art world is constantly 

evolving. Blockchain technology enables immutability 

and transparency that give anonymity to investors 

and artists, and tokens minted in the future will also 

have access to these features. As a result, many 

current problems plaguing the traditional art industry 

can be solved with blockchain technology. The art 

world, its curators and collectors, and everyone 

connected must adapt and grow. Continually, 

new innovations and ideas emerge, posing new 

challenges to the art world, so you should improve 

yourself.

Crypto art’s future depends on the people who 

believe in it and its extent of mainstream adoption. 

Crypto art has been widely embraced by musicians, 

artists, athletes, and celebrities in current times. 

Many people are willing to buy, sell, and collect 

NFTs. Artex allows any investor, whether a small 

or millennial investor, to invest in fine arts. Artex is 

doing a great job providing a dedicated platform for 

artists and collectors. Fine arts isn’t out of reach for 

small investors anymore. The Artex team believes 

everyone is entitled to invest in quality artwork, not 

just a privileged few. This is an awesome platform 

that you should check out.
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Russia Open to Ac-
cepting Bitcoin in 
Exchange for Oil, 
According to Ener-
gy Commissioner

Read more... Read more...

A 
high-ranking 
Russian official 
says that the 

nation is considering 
accepting Bitcoin (BTC) 
as payment for its fuel 
exports.

According to a new 
report by the BBC, 
Zavalny, who is the 
Chairman of Russia’s 
Energy Committee, says 
that nations that are 
considered “friendly” 
toward Russia can pay 
for oil and gas using 
their own currencies.

Zavalny adds that 
friendly nations such 
as China and Turkey 
can also opt to pay in 
Bitcoin.

“We have been propos-
ing to China for a long 
time to switch to settle-
ments in national cur-
rencies for rubles and 
yuan. With Turkey, it will 
be lira and rubles.

You can also trade 
Bitcoins.”

Zavalny’s statement 
comes days after 
Russian President 
Vladimir Putin said that 
“unfriendly” countries 
would have to pay for 
oil exports in rubles.

Russia, the world’s larg-
est exporter of natural 
gas and second-largest 
provider of oil, saw the 
ruble plummet nearly 
20% in value after the 
country invaded Ukraine 
last month in a territorial 
dispute.

The move to force 
nations to pay in rubles 
has pushed the cur-
rency to a three-week 
high, according to the 
BBC. However, some 
experts have concerns 
over Russia accept-
ing BTC due to the top 
cryptocurrency’s price 
volatility and China’s 
crackdown on digital 
assets.

Nelson Mandela’s 
iconic arrest warrant 
auctioned off as an 
NFT

T
he NFT created 
from the 
revolutionary 

South African leader 
Nelson Mandela's 
original 1962 arrest 
warrant was auctioned 
for roughly $130,000.

An NFT created from 
Nelson Mandela’s arrest 
warrant was auctioned 
for roughly $130,000 to 
help fund the Liliesleaf 
Museum Heritage Site, 
where the paper ver-
sion of the original 
document is kept. The 
buyer will have exclu-
sive access to the origi-
nal document at the 

museum.

The museum docu-
ments and preserves 
the South African strug-
gle for democracy — it 
is also the original site 
of the secret headquar-
ters of Mandela’s politi-
cal party the African 
National Congress. 
Liliesleaf farm is where 
Mandela and other 
leading activists of the 
party hid before they 
were arrested in a 
police raid in 1963.

Mandela was South 
Africa’s first black 
President and a politi-

cal revolutionary who 
served 27 years in pris-
on as a political pris-
oner until 1990 for anti-
apartheid activism. The 
NFT was minted from 
the original warrant 
that was issued in 1961 
and charged the revo-
lutionary leader with 
conspiring to overthrow 
the White-minority gov-
ernment at the time.

Why NFT auctions?
Ahren Posthumus, CEO 
of NFT marketplace 
Momint — where the 
arrest warrant NFT 
was minted and sub-
sequently auctioned —   
told Bloomberg News 
that NFT sales are a 
way for these heritage 
sites to generate rev-
enue to “stay afloat.” 
He added that:
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The cryptocurrency landscape is currently 

expanding at a rapid pace in both products and 

users. Uniswap, which is an Ethereum-based  

decentralised exchange, is one of the most 

important and massively used tools. However, 

it is difficult for the majority of people to trade 

tokens on the Uniswap DEX because of the high 

cost of gas, slow transactions, and overlapping of 

liquidity. Many automated market makers (AMMs) 

have this similar problem of overlapping liquidity on 

the Ethereum blockchain. However, Bashoswap, a 

decentralised exchange (DEX) based on Cardano, 

will be developing an accelerator platform that will 

allow shared liquidity. It will also have some other 

advanced new features that will be added to the 

platform at a later stage.

Upcoming Private Sale
The BASH token, which is the native token of the 

Bashoswap ecosystem, will have a total supply 

https://cutt.ly/1S9DhAk
https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/bashoswap-best-multi-protocol-decentralised-exchange/
https://youtu.be/OXC0BbH8mkU
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of 500 million tokens. The project is currently 

conducting a private sale whitelist for early adopters 

and community members. During the private sale, 

Bashoswap will issue 100 million BASH tokens to 

the community members and early adopters. 

The project has received significant recognition from 

top crypto blogs, such as Ambcrypto, Bitcoinist, 

Cointelegraph, NewsBTC, and Investing.com. In 

terms of demand, Bashoswap is gaining significant 

traction. As its private sale continues, over 1,300 

participants have already signed up on the private 

sale whitelist. In order to participate in the private 

sale, and obtain BASH tokens, you can fill out this 

form: https://whitelist.bashoswap.finance/

BASH tokens can be purchased using ADA.AT the 

private sale; the current price of one BASH token is 

0.055 ADA. The minimum purchase on the private 

sale is 20,000 ADA. Once the purchase has been 

done, there will be a lockup period of 3 months.

What are the problems plaguing the De-Fi 
ecosystem?
Bashoswap intends to offer an initial DEX offering 

(IDO) Launchpad, coupled with a decentralised 

exchange (DEX) platform. This will help link Cardano 

developers and early users of the ecosystem. 

Together, they will allow for pooled liquidity and 

the addition of various features to the platform.

Bashoswap developers observed the difficulties 

with which most individuals attempt to trade tokens 

using the Uniswap platform. These difficulties are 

brought on by high gas costs, extremely slow 

transaction confirmation times, and overlapping 

liquidity. Due to this, the Bashoswap ecosystem 

harnesses the power of Cardano’s scalability to 

build a highly-effective decentralised solution. 

Bashoswap’s initial DEX offering launchpad will 

help to create liquidity for innovative blockchain 

projects that find it difficult to raise money. 

Bashoswap will accomplish this by connecting these 

blockchain projects or startups to a committed 

community. Additionally, native tokens on the 

Cardano ecosystem will be fully supported on 

the Bashoswap Launchpad. Furthermore, powerful 

DeFi technologies will be built, as they will be 

essential to the success of the Cardano ecosystem.

How Bashoswap will overcome all 
problems
One of the goals of the Bashoswap project is to have 

a token swap protocol. This will be accomplished by 

combining Cardano native tokens (CNTs) and ADA 

into a virtual pair using the automated market maker 

(AMM) technology. Moreover, liquidity providers will 

have the freedom of selecting a pool pair so that 

they can enjoy the best liquidity provider (LP) fees.

This will also support the permissionless exchange 

of tokens through a liquidity swapping mechanism. 

The entire Bashoswap ecosystem is powered 

by the BASH token, which will have several use 

cases, including staking, farming, and governance. 

Bashoswap community members can manage the 

ecosystem by voting on crucial decisions using the 

BASH token. The swap protocol for the Bashoswap 

project will be done by combining deposited 

Cardano native or Cardano based token (CNTs) 

with ADA  into a virtual pair. Liquidity providers (LPs) 

will also have options of choosing a pair of liquidity 

providers (LPs), and will also earn extra benefits 

for supplying liquidity to pools. All rewards used to 

incentivise the use of pools and on Bashoswap will 

be paid out in BASH tokens. 

Bashoswap Launchpad will harness the power of 

Cardano smart contracts, which were made available 

by the Alonzo hard fork. Bashoswap will give funds 

to developers and projects seeking financial support 

in the Cardano ecosystem. Bashoswap will also 

provide a transparent, efficient and completely 

decentralised fundraising platform and token swap 

protocol. Currently, Bashoswap is running a private 

sale whitelist for early adopters, who want to be 

participants in the initiative or in the project.

What are the features of Bashoswap?

The main features of Bashoswap are the initial DEX 

offering (IDO) Launchpad and the decentralised 

exchange (DEX) platform. Bashoswap aims to 

launch an IDO Launchpad that is scalable on the 

Cardano network. Because of this, members of the 

Bashoswap community will be able to invest in and 

trade high-value DeFi projects. The IDO Launchpad 

will provide liquidity for blockchain startups on the 

Cardano network. 

Additionally, the automated market maker (AMM) 

will use a paired token liquidity pool design. Instead 

of using a regular two pair, Bashoswap will use a 

single token design for liquidity pools, which will be 

enabled by grouping the deposited tokens into a 

virtual pair.

The IDO Launchpad and accelerator will help 

many startup businesses kick off. Each project that 

https://whitelist.bashoswap.finance/
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manages to launch on the Bashoswap IDO platform 

will contribute a given amount to the Bashoswap 

treasury. This will provide the stakeholders of 

the budgets of the community with a sense of 

financial protection against the potential failure of 

the project. 

The IDO platform will have the Plutus application 

back-end (PAB), which will provide developers with 

an option to auto-lock liquidity. All holders of the 

BASH token will also have access to seed rounds, 

pre-sales and private sales of all Cardano projects 

launched on the IDO platform.

The Bashoswap decentralised exchange will create 

a trustless environment for users to exchange 

crypto assets. It will employ the eUTXO protocol, 

which guarantees that this swap will take place 

if all participants agree. However, if some of the 

participants disagree, then every participant who 

locked their funds is entitled to receive them back.

Why is Bashoswap based on the Cardano 
blockchain?
Bashoswap will be the first Cardano-oriented 

launchpad that is insured. This means that if 

anything goes wrong with the project (and this can 

include DeFi attacks from malicious actors), then 

members of the community can be compensated 

for their losses from the insurance treasury.

Bashoswap decided to build on the block on 

the Cardano blockchain because it leverages the 

lightning fast speeds of the block of this network. 

With the Cardano blockchain, Bashoswap will have 

extremely fast transaction speeds between the 

Cardano native tokens (CNTs), while allowing for 

shared liquidity. Using the newly-created smart 

contract capability of the Cardano network, 

Bashoswap can drastically reduce the gas fees 

and increase the transaction speeds for many DeFi 

users. 

When Cardano implemented the Alonzo upgrade, it 

set itself up for a decentralised app explosion. The 

Cardano blockchain also received a lot of hate from 

the crypto community because of its lack of utility. 

In fact, the Cardano token (ADA) dropped 62% after 

the match hyped Alonzo hard fork.

However, after that, a wave of decentralised 

apps began to deploy in Cardano, changing the 

conversation around this blockchain. With Cardano, 

staking is easy because it’s a proof of stake 

blockchain. Users can delegate ADA tokens to 

decentralise the network and get paid. Cardano 

also has the extended unspent transaction output 

of the eUTXO model, which provides two distinct 

advantages of the Ethereum model. 

One of them is that the eUTXO model allows users 

to check transactions and see if they will succeed 

before they are even sent. This reduces the worries 

of spending unnecessary transaction fees just to 

have the transaction get stuck. The second thing 

is if the same input is that, the model allows for 

more transactions to be done in parallel. This allows 

transactions to be more efficient.

Conclusion
Crypto is a fun place to be. The rapid rate of 

development in the field makes it the liveliest industry 

in the world. Additionally, crypto is built around 

democracy and socialism. That is why projects 

like Bashoswap must tend to their members. As to 

whether Bashoswap will amount to anything, only 

time will tell. One thing is for sure though, they had 

a strong start. Big crypto blogs reporting on them 

makes it more of a successful endeavour from the 

get-go.
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Bank Of England 
Collaborates With 
MIT To Research On 
CBDC

Read more... Read more...

T
he Bank of 

England has 

decided to 

collaborate with 

MIT regarding the 

development of a CBDC. 

The Bank of England is 

the latest bank that has 

expressed interest in 

exploring the scope of a 

CBDC.

This latest partnership 

is with MIT’s Media 

Lab’s Digital Currency 

Initiative, through which 

BoE seeks to inspect 

and understand poten-

tial challenges, risks, 

and opportunities asso-

ciated with developing 

a central bank digital 

currency. It would be 

a Twelve-month long 

research project as 

mentioned by the BoE.

The collaboration forms 

part of the Bank’s 

wider ‘research and 

exploration’ into CBDC 

and will be focused on 

exploration and experi-

mentation of potential 

technology approaches. 

This work is focused 

on exploratory technol-

ogy research and is not 

intended to develop an 

operational CBDC.

The Bank of England 

had initially started 

researching CBDCs in 

the year 2020. After, 

the bank decided to 

launch a discussion 

paper on the topic.

After receiving a posi-

tive response from 

DCI or MIT’s Media 

Lab’s Digital Currency 

Initiative, BOE continued 

the research with the 

help of an exploratory 

task force set up in 

2021. The latest discus-

sion paper was made 

public last week.

The BoE has mentioned 

in their statement that 

this collaboration isn’t 

intended to develop an 

operational CBDC.

Rio de Janeiro 
to Accept 
Cryptocurrency 
Payments for Taxes 
Next Year
Rio de Janeiro, one 
of the most iconic 
cities of the South 
American continent, has 
announced it will allow 
its citizens to pay taxes 
with cryptocurrencies. 
This makes it the first 
city in the country to 
do so, recognizing 
there is a boom in the 
cryptocurrency market. 
These actions form 
part of a plan that sees 

the city investing some 
of its funds in crypto 
assets in the future.

Rio de Janeiro Will 
Expand Its Tax Payment 
Options
The city of Rio de 
Janeiro revealed a 
plan to introduce 
cryptocurrencies in its 
payment options for 
taxes. At a recent event 
where the mayor of 

the city, Eduardo Paes, 
was present, officers 
of the municipality 
announced the plan 
to start collecting 
cryptocurrencies for 
a municipal tax called 
the IPTU starting next 
year. This tax has to do 
with the properties of 
citizens and their value, 
and it is collected by 
the municipality.

The initiative makes 
Rio de Janeiro the 
first city in Brazil to 
enable cryptocurrency 
payments for taxes. 
According to a press 

release, to complete this 
goal, the city will have 
to rely on third-party 
companies that will 
process the payments 
and convert them to 
fiat money. In this way, 
the city will only receive 
Brazilian reals while 
enabling users to pay 
with crypto.

Our effort here is to 
make it clear that in 
the city of Rio we have 
official initiatives that 
recognize this market. 
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Japan amends law 
to stop Russia ex-
ploiting ‘crypto-
loopholes’

Oil-Rich Canadian 
Province Alberta 
Aims to Become 
a North American 
Crypto Hub

A
lberta’s 

leadership 
wants to 

promote innovation in 

the financial services 
sector, explore new 
products and services, 

and attract investment 
in emerging technology 
such as crypto.

The continued invest-
ments from some of 

the most high-profile 
financial juggernauts 
in Canada reflect a 

belief that institutional 
adoption of crypto and 
blockchain will keep 

growing. This western 
Candian province, which 
boasts a rich entrepre-

neurial history, is now 
looking to play a crucial 
role in the digital asset 

industry.

Alberta to Becoming 

Crypto Hub?
According to the latest 
report, Alberta’s ambi-

tions are soaring high 
as the authorities are 
looking to position the 

province as a North 

American hub for firms 
trading and offering 
services related to the 

digital asset industry. 
In a recent interview, 
Jobs Minister Doug 

Schweitzer said,

“It’s still very much in 

its infancy in Alberta. 
But I think there’s an 
opportunity for Alberta 

to play a leadership role 
in Canada by creating a 
home for these venture 

companies.”

Emile Scheffel, vice-

president of Brane Inc., 
noted that Alberta is 
“close to unique” when 

it comes to attracting 
innovative financial tech-
nology companies. the 

financial services sector 
by enabling companies 
to explore new prod-

ucts and opportunities.

Read more...
Read more...

J
apan will revise 

changes to the 
economic sanctions 

levied on Russia 

following Moscow’s 
invasion of Ukraine. Of 
late, several reports 

have alluded to Russia’s 
efforts to evade the 
sanctions using crypto-

assets. Japan is the 
latest to amend its 
foreign exchange laws 

to avoid this, something 
confirmed by top 
government officials.

The government will 
submit a revision of 

the Foreign Exchange 
and Foreign Trade Act 
before the parliament to 

strengthen protections 
against potential sanc-
tion-busting by Russia 

through digital assets. 
This was announced by 
Chief Cabinet Secretary 

Hirokazu Matsuno in a 
press conference.

The revised law “pre-
sumably enables the 
government to apply 

the law to crypto-

asset exchanges like 
banks and oblige them 
to scrutinise whether 

their clients are Russian 
sanction targets,” 
said Saisuke Sakai, 

Senior Economist at 
Mizuho Research and 
Technologies to by 

Yahoo Finance.

In recent years, Russia 

has been an important 
trade partner for Japan. 
However, Tokyo has 

been a vocal critic of 
the invasion of Ukraine. 
Hence, a decision was 

made for freezing 
assets of more than 100 
Russian officials, oli-

garchs, banks and other 
institutions.

What motivated the 
changes?
Reports have been 

flooding in from senior 
lawmakers about 
Russia’s intentions to 

strategically evade the 
economic sanctions 
using crypto-assets.
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Indian Government 
Reveals 11 Crypto 
Exchanges 
Investigated for Tax 
Evasion, $13 Million 
Recovered

Institutional crypto 
funds see largest 
capital inflows for 3 
months

T
he Indian 
government has 
revealed that 

11 cryptocurrency 
exchanges have been 
under investigation 
by the country’s 
tax authority. About 
95.86 crore rupees 
($12.6 million) have 
been recovered from 
them.

11 Crypto Exchanges 
Investigated for Tax 

Evasion
The Indian govern-
ment answered some 
questions regarding 
the taxation of cryp-
tocurrency exchanges 
Monday in Lok Sabha, 
the lower house of 
parliament.

Parliament member 
S. Ramalingam asked 
the finance minister 
“whether it is true 
that some cryptocur-

rency exchanges were 
involved in evasion of 
goods and services 
tax (GST) and it was 
also detected that 
other cryptocurrency 
exchanges and major 
investors in digital 
currencies are under 
investigation by the 
government.''

In addition, the parlia-
ment member asked 
the finance minister 
about “the action 

taken or proposed 
to be taken by the 
government against 
those cryptocurrency 
exchanges that were 
detected in GST eva-
sion.”

The minister of 
state in the ministry 
of finance, Pankaj 
Chaudhary, replied:

Read more...

Read more...

The data from 
CoinShares shows 
a weekly inflow of 
$193 million, with 

more than half of that 
figure going to Bitcoin 
alone. Solana is also 
getting attention and 

broke a record in the 
process.

CoinShares data 
revealed on Tuesday 
that institutional 
investments into 
cryptocurrencies are 
at the highest levels 
in three months, a 
sharp rise from the 
previous week which 
saw outflows of $47 
million.

The Digital Asset 
Fund Flows Weekly 
Report revealed that 
investment products 
for digital assets saw 
total inflows of $193 
million last week, a 
level not seen since 
early December 
2021.

The last time 

investment levels 
were near the 
current figure was in 
the week ending on 
Dec. 3, which saw 
$184 million worth of 
inflows.

The fund flows had a 
big focus on Bitcoin 
(BTC), with just over 
50% of the capital 
going into products 
based on BTC, which 
saw inflows totaling 
$98 million.

Solana (SOL) was 
runner-up, seeing 
$87 million inflows 
for the week, a figure 
that CoinShares says 
is the “largest single 
week of inflows on 
record.”
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Aspiring designers from different walks of life often 

struggle to make their mark in the fashion industry. 

Even though the sector generates a massive 

economic revenue of $3 trillion, independent 

designers with the finest skills, experience and 

talent find themselves trapped within a never-

ending battle of building their reputation in the 

industry. 

And, as the fashion industry moves into the gaming 

environment, metaverse and Web3, are independent 

designers getting their fair chance?

To help you understand better, this article highlights 

the importance of the fashion industry, common 

problems that designers, influencers and mid-sized 

brands have to face, and how Faith Tribe’s inclusive 

ecosystem stands to be the true game-changer.

Intro to Fashion Industry 

The fashion sector has a huge impact on the global 

economy, with many companies earning multi-billion 

dollars from the industry. The major aspects of this 

industry are:

- Design and production, where remarkable 

imaginary designers are transformed into reality, 

and later produced using a wide range of fabrics 

such as cotton, linen, silk, wool and so on. 

- Manufacturing; now many designers often work 

anonymously for the manufacturer as a part of 

a brand-oriented team that creates marketable 

garments for the consumers. 

- Retailing and marketing is an integral process 

where the fashion assets are promoted to targeted 

consumers. This often occurs at two levels, (a) 

retail and (b) digital. Companies often make use 

of catalogues, fashion shows, and boutiques for 

reaching potential buyers.

The industry has witnessed tremendous growth, 

which in turn has accelerated competitive trends to 

a significant extent, while the sector consists of all 

size fashion companies, but independent creators, 

influencers or small brands often struggle to carve 

out a place of their own.

Problems Designer Face Within the 
Fashion Industry
Despite being an integral part of the worldwide 

economy, several critical issues haunt the fashion 

industry. The number one being: “emerging 

designers failing to make their mark in the industry.” 

It often happens due to:

1. Legacy brands that acquire a large concentration 

of market

When it comes to ruling the fashion industry, it’s 

common to find multinational and large companies 

consuming a large portion of the market. In this way, 

it becomes difficult for mid-sized enterprises or even 

fashion enthusiasts to compete with the all-powerful 

https://www.platinumcryptoacademy.com/cryptocurrency-investment/faith-tribe-worlds-best-ecosystem-for-creators-and-designers
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brands of the industry. As for meeting the evolving 

demands and digital challenges, designers ought to 

make capital investments for carrying out strategic 

plans, and this is often a far-fetched dream for 

beginners or solopreneurs.

2. Rapid shift of consumers from physical to digital 

stores

Today, the Millennials and Gen Z are known as the 

driving force behind the fashion industry. In fact, 

Brain & Company – a reputable global management 

firm – predicts that by 2025, they will contribute to 

market growth of over 130%. Now, if current trends 

are to be believed, Millennials and Gen Z prioritise 

the digital world for everything, including which 

accessory to shop, from where to shop, the right 

price, and more. Consumers want to be aware 

of the fabrics, styles, their authenticity and value 

transparency – something that designers often find 

difficult to offer. 

Only if designers can adapt to the changing 

requirements of consumers can they acquire a 

competitive edge from the rest. 

3. Limited Scope for Showcasing a Winning 

Portfolio

Not being able to showcase a winning portfolio is 

another problem that most designers face in the 

industry. Designers might have the talent, expertise 

and a collection of stunning designs, however, they 

still fail to make their mark because of:

- No access to modern and advanced technology 

that would ignite life into their creative pieces. 

- No access to a community that will support, 

promote and provide feedback for growth and 

development. 

- No access to mentors or coaches that will train and 

prepare designers for commercial success

4. Lack of Reliable Manufacturers 

For any designer to succeed, he or she needs the 

services of a dedicated and committed manufacturer. 

Because the manufacturer will ensure the highest 

quality standards are met, pieces are produced on 

time, and the work flows consistently at a reasonable 

value. Not being able to find a good manufacturer 

is probably the worst nightmare that every designer 

ends up facing at some point or the other.

What is Faith Tribe?
Built on the concept of empowering independent 

creators and designers by democratising fashion, 
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Faith Tribe is a revolutionary ecosystem that 

bridges the gap between a talented pool of 

independent fashion designers, the metaverse and 

cryptocurrencies. Born as an open-source platform, 

it envisions a collaborative, rewarding and fulfilling 

future for independent creators.  

Now, independent designers constitute a large 

part of the fashion industry, who thanks to their 

diverse background, astounding skills and expertise 

add unique and valuable creations to the industry, 

most of which go unheard of or unnoticed. Faith 

Tribe wants to bring a positive change, by helping 

independent designers, fashion enthusiasts and 

more get their fair share in the market.

With the rise of the new Web3 fashion and metaverse 

realm, there comes a risk of these platforms being 

occupied by premier luxury brands. However, to 

navigate competition in both physical and Web3 

fashion, Faith Tribe offers access to essential tools, 

guidance and practices, allowing every individual 

creator to harness the maximum brand-building 

and economic potential of digital stores, gaming, 

metaverse and NFTs. 

Since independent designers may lack the network 

for creating a strong customer base, Faith Tribe, 

through its official digital marketplace, allows 

designers to distribute designers at a global scale. 

In addition to this, to unlock never-seen-before 

opportunities, the company’s native brand Faith 

Connexion (founded in 2002) offers an amazing 

archive of designs, recognition among influencers 

and celebrities, and creative leadership that every 

designer can be proud of. 

At the heart of the company is the Faith Tribe DAO, 

which governs transactions of its cash token, named 

as $FTRB, allocates funds to treasury, monitors 

the community, and most importantly, votes on 

improvement and proposed modification of the 

creators’ ecosystem. Similar to Solana, it is an 

Ethereum-based blockchain cash token with 1 and 

2 chain layers to enhance utility and access among 

the members of the community.

The community cash token – $FTRB – is the 

economic backbone of the platform that: 

- Provides complete access to the Designer Studio, 

where communities get every aspect of a digital 

and physical business under one roof, such as 

creation, collaboration, manufacture, distribution, 

NFT minting and tracking. 

- Make the necessary contributions of liquidation of 

the pool, i.e. supporting creators via crowdfunding 

of the design or whether a particular design should 

be selected for physical production. 

- Empowers the mass-crowd vote mechanism of 

the platform, where supporters get to vote for their 

favorite collections or garments.  

- Gives optimal discounts on the purchase of both 

digital and physical assets that can be availed on the 

brand store and NFT marketplace as well. 

- Holders of the cash token also directly earn 

platform-associated benefits and programs that are 

invaluable for independent creators.

What does Faith Tribe do to protect your 
design work?
Faith Tribe, with its 100% community-owned 

ecosystem, offers a wealth of opportunities to 

creators of the fashion world. It allows a global 

pool of talent to participate in an incentive-aligned 

environment, while keeping their design work 

secured and protected in the ecosystem. 

Designs by independent creators, artists, bloggers 

or collaborations created in the Designer Studio 

that project innovations achieve utility patents that 

protect the functional and non-functional features of 

the digital and physical fashion asset. 

The Designer Studio is known as the core of the 

ecosystem that caters to the end-to-end experience 

of the creators, allowing creators to protect designs. 

In the studio:

- Designers get the opportunity of creating design 

work using modern tools and technologies. 

- Designers can either collaborate, work independently 

or make use of pre-existing templates too. 

- Designers can take advantage of public 

contributions to either crowdsource or co-own a 

single piece of garment or an entire collection.

Next, in the NFT marketplace, the designers get to 

connect their digital fashion assets with the Web3 

buyers. The marketplace: 

- Aids in the sale of physical and digital products 

that are minted with NFTs.

- Features community-driven airdrops of NFTs, 

where the participants of the ecosystem select a 
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design that will be manufactured into a physical 

product. 

- Creates open-ended, limited production, and 

ad-hoc drops that allows designers to run sales 

using their distribution levels.

To help creators achieve a long-term value from 

their fashion asset and protect designs, Faith Tribe 

underlies a Design Protocol that consists of: 

- Effective integration with Decentralised Finance 

(DeFi) that optimises the value of the fashion asset in 

the ecosystem. For instance, NFT marketplaces and 

AAVE are the common DeFi protocols integrated 

for the security of design works. 

- Transaction standards and metadata can be used 

to sell digital and physical assets at other platforms.

The NFTs that are minted to digital and physical 

fashion assets contain verifiable data, such as 

information of the contributor, ownership spilt, 

the design asset for both physical and digital 

version, along with associated media assets like 

photography, pricing, sketches, royalty curve, 

patron and copyrights. Now, designers can use 

them on their individual design work or bundle it 

into collections, as a result of which the metadata 

gets automatically applied to every design work 

that is created by them. Faith Tribe also supports 

a Studio Liquidity Pool, where designers get to pair 

their present or future digital and physical assets 

with liquidity that will offer funding for the physical 

creation of the asset.

Furthermore, to protect designs, creators can even 

mint NFTs on templates, i.e. for digital and physical 

design available for remix, reuse or customisation. 

Also, creators can add exclusive perks of access 

to virtual fashion shows, physical fashion shows, 

invite-only previews, social and community events, 

clearance sales and special merchandise to their 

design work. 

When members of the community exchange assets 

in the ecosystem, it occurs through a smart contract 

that powers the redemption, sale and trade of 

NFTs. Thanks to the exchange, the community 

gets a new airdrop of assets and determines which 

design works would be featured. Moreover, it also 

combines the conventional eCommerce channels 

for tracking and measuring the performance of the 

digital and physical asset, while offering a broader 

distribution integration, so that participants of the 

community, supporters and buyers adhere to the 

terms and conditions of the contract.

Learn About Faith Tribe’s Global Creator 
Ecosystem 
Established with an aim to empower independent 

designers, influencers, fashion-savvy professionals 

and bloggers, Faith Tribe’s global creator system is 

the unbiased and unfiltered voice of professionals 

who want their digital and physical masterpieces 

noticed and rewarded. It is a truly open design 

platform that gives every individual equal opportunity, 

irrespective of their geography, as individuals are 

solely evaluated on the quality of contributions 

made to the creators’ ecosystem. 

It’s not only an all-inclusive ecosystem for everyone, 

but there are zero restrictions as well, allowing 

designers to work on anything or everything that 

inspires them to create phenomenal digital and 

physical fashion. 

The essence of the platform lies in creating a 

creative and collaborative design process for Faith 

Connexion that will allow designers to uncover 

better and incredible opportunities

Conclusion
From building brand awareness, launching products 

at a credible platform (NFT marketplace and Faith 

Tribe eCommerce store) to integrating and scaling 

the designs, Faith Tribe structures a strategic and 

result-oriented plan that would act as a lifeline for 

independent creators across the globe. 

Taking the evolving demands of virtual clothing 

and Web3 fashion, Faith Tribe has also made 

a decentralised governance protocol part of 

the creators’ ecosystem, which would support 

continuous growth in alignment with the needs 

and requirements of artists, designers, bloggers, 

developers, creators and more. Thanks to this, 

the ecosystem will actively attract talent from all 

walks of life, get fair scope for distribution in the 

physical and digital realm, and every aspect of the 

ecosystem will operate strictly in compliance with 

the regulation of accredited authorities. Faith Tribe, 

with its innovative approach, powerful ecosystem 

for global creators and promising partners, holds 

the ability to reshape the fashion industry, where 

every talent will get an equal and fair scope to 

showcase their work to the entire world and even 

get the privilege to collaborate with international 

leaders of the sector.
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Money Continues to 
Pour Into GameFi, 
but Will Developers 
Follow?

O
ne of the 
hottest sectors 
for investors is 

seeing mixed reactions 
from top talent.

Venture capital and 
retail investors are shov-
eling money into upstart 
crypto gaming projects, 
hoping the “GameFi” 
movement can spark a 
similar run to DeFi’s his-
toric rise to over $200 
billion in total value 
locked (TVL).

So far, however, the 
actual results have been 
mixed, with top gaming 
industry talent remain-
ing divided on the pros-
pects of “Web 3 gam-
ing” – a banner term 
for games with built-in 
blockchain-based 
features such as non-
fungible tokens (NFT) or 
in-game currency that 
can exist outside the 
walled garden of the 
game itself.

In the past year, inves-
tors have poured over 
$3.6 billion into crypto 

gaming startups, 
according to invest-
ment firm Drake Star 
Partners, and with this 
funding have come 
reports of GameFi com-
panies luring top talent 
away from major gam-
ing industry players.

For instance, Polygon 
Studios – the NFT and 
gaming arm of the 
Polygon blockchain pro-
tocol – recently made 
headlines for hiring 
Ryan Wyatt, the head 
of YouTube’s gaming 
vertical. The project has 
also poached top exec-
utives from Mythical 
Games, Riot Games and 
Amazon’s (AMZN) cloud 
gaming unit.

This hiring and funding 
spree in GameFi has not 
been without its critics, 
however, particularly 
from gamers who view 
the emergence of in-
game NFTs and “play-
to-earn” models as little 
more than a cash grab.

Read more...

Read more...

Grayscale Considers 
Flipping the Script 
and Suing SEC Over 
Bitcoin ETF

I 
think all options 
are on the table," 
Grayscale CEO Michael 

Sonnenshein told 
Bloomberg.

In brief
The SEC has yet to 
approve a Bitcoin spot 
ETF.

Grayscale is pushing for 
that to change.

Crypto investment firm 
Grayscale has been 
working for the better 
part of a year to convert 
its Grayscale Bitcoin 
Trust—which has over 
$28.5 billion in assets 
under management—
into a Bitcoin exchange-
traded fund, or ETF.

Standing in its way, 
however, is the U.S. 
Securities and Exchange 
Commission (SEC), 
which has yet to 
approve any crypto-
backed spot ETF for 
American investors.

With the agency set 
to make a decision by 
July 6, CEO Michael 

Sonnenshein would 
consider suing the 
agency if the application 
is rejected. He told 
Bloomberg, in response 
to a question about a 
potential lawsuit, "I think 
all options are on the 
table."

The Grayscale Bitcoin 
Trust allows private 
investors to buy shares 
in a pool of Bitcoin so 
they can gain some 
price exposure to the 
asset without having to 
worry about custody. 
It also can have certain 
tax benefits compared 
to direct investments 
into Bitcoin. But it also 
has some downsides, 
including six-month 
lockup periods for 
accredited investors—
and pullouts can cause 
the price to fluctuate.

While GBTC is meant to 
trade fairly closely to 
the actual price of BTC, 
it's currently trading at a 
26% discount.

https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/03/28/money-continues-to-pour-into-gamefi-but-will-developers-follow/
https://www.coindesk.com/business/2022/03/28/money-continues-to-pour-into-gamefi-but-will-developers-follow/
https://decrypt.co/96239/grayscale-considers-flipping-script-suing-sec-bitcoin-etf
https://decrypt.co/96239/grayscale-considers-flipping-script-suing-sec-bitcoin-etf
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Oil and Gas Giant 
ExxonMobil Turns 
to Bitcoin (BTC) 
Mining To Reduce 
Wasted Energy

Read more... Read more...

T
op US-based 
fuel producer 
ExxonMobil is 

reportedly mining 
Bitcoin (BTC) in an 
effort to cut down on 
wasted energy.

According to a CNBC 
report, ExxonMobil 
has partnered up with 
Denver-based energy 
company Crusoe 
Energy Systems to mine 
Bitcoin in North Dakota 
using technology that 
repurposes surplus nat-
ural gas.

The pilot program, 
which began in January 
2021, converts excess 
natural gas that would 
otherwise be burned off 
into electricity that can 
be harnessed to power 
Bitcoin mining.

According to CNBC, 
ExxonMobil is less inter-
ested in making money 
from the mining project 
and instead is focused 
on reducing wasted 

energy in order to meet 
industry-wide stan-
dards.

Recently, ExxonMobil 
joined other oil compa-
nies in committing to an 
initiative introduced in 
2015 by the World Bank 
to end gas flaring, the 
combustion of natural 
gas associated with oil 
extraction, by 2030.

Cully Cavness, the presi-
dent of Crusoe Energy 
Systems, told CNBC 
that what the company 
is doing in conjunction 
with ExxonMobil tack-
les two crucial issues at 
once.

This is just a great way 
to…solve two problems 
at once. Solve the ener-
gy appetite of Bitcoin 
and solve the stranded 
energy, flare gas prob-
lem for the energy 
industry.

$450 Million In Cryp-
to Futures Liquidates 
As Market Surges

D
ata shows $450 
million in crypto 
futures has 

liquidated over the last 
24 hours as Bitcoin has 
broken past $47k and 

the overall market has 
observed a surge.

$450 Million In Crypto 
Futures Liquidates, 
75% Of Which Involves 

Shorts
Yesterday, Bitcoin and 
the wider market start-

ed on a sharp uptrend, 
taking the total market 
cap to around $2.13 tril-

lion today, an increase 
of 6% over the past 
day.

In case anyone isn’t 
familiar with the crypto 

derivatives market, it’s 
best to look at a brief 
working first to under-

stand the concept of 
liquidations.

In futures margin trad-
ing, an investor puts 
forth some collateral 

(called the margin) 
against which they can 
loan an amount many 

times their initial invest-
ment.

This is known as the 
“leverage.” With the 
help of leverage, hold-

ers can earn magni-

tudes more profit on 
their position.

However, it is also true 
that any losses incurred 
will also be amplified 

by the leverage. When 
a certain amount of 
the margin has been 

destroyed due to these 
losses, the exchange 
forcefully closes the 

position.

This is precisely what 

a “liquidation” is. Now, 
here is some data 
about the crypto liq-

uidations taking place 
over the past 24 hours:

As you can see in the 

above table, over the past 

four hours alone, around 

$54 million in crypto 

futures liquidations has 

occurred.

https://dailyhodl.com/2022/03/28/oil-and-gas-giant-exxonmobil-turns-to-bitcoin-btc-mining-to-reduce-wasted-energy-report/
https://dailyhodl.com/2022/03/28/oil-and-gas-giant-exxonmobil-turns-to-bitcoin-btc-mining-to-reduce-wasted-energy-report/
https://bitcoinist.com/450-million-crypto-futures-liquidates-market-surges/
https://bitcoinist.com/450-million-crypto-futures-liquidates-market-surges/
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